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Action recognition and pose estimation from video are closely related tasks
for understanding human motion, however most methods learn two sepa-
rate models and then combine them in a sequential order. In this paper, we
propose a framework to integrate training and testing of the two tasks. A
spatial-temporal And-Or graph model is introduced to represent action at
three scales. Specifically the action is decomposed into poses which are
further divided to mid-level ST-parts and then parts. The hierarchical struc-
ture of our model captures the geometrical and appearance variation of pose
at each frame and lateral connections between ST-parts at adjacent frames
capture the action-specific motion information. The model parameters for
three scales are learned discriminatively and the inference of action label
and poses are done efficiently by Dynamic Programming. The experiments
demonstrate that our approach can not only achieve state-of-art accuracy in
action recognition but also improve pose estimation.

We start by building a spatial-temporal And-Or graph model[4] to rep-
resent action and poses together. Hierarchical structure of our model can
represent top-down part geometric configuration in a single frame and lat-
eral temporal pose relation in subsequent frames. On the top layer, the low-
scale action information is captured by coarse-level features and the action
is constitute of poses at each frame. Each pose is decomposed into five in-
dependent mid-level parts named ’ST-parts’ which cover large portion of
human bodies and are more robust to image variations. All fine parts are
conditioned on their ST-part parents. Each ST-part is discretized into sever-
al components by clustering. The ST-parts with the same component can be
seen as a poselet[1] that has small variation of appearance and deformation
and each component is represented by mid-level features and fine-level part
features from single image pose estimation.

In order to capture the specific motion information of each action, the
same ST-parts at adjacent frames are connected to represent temporal co-
occurrence and deformation. The model parameters at three levels are first
trained separately by S-SVM and then combined by mixture of experts
method. Due to the independence between ST-parts of each pose, we can
infer both action label and poses efficiently by DP.

The fine-level score of one image sequence is written as follows,
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Here A is an action example. S(lt
i ) is the score of ST-part i at time t.
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i ) is the transition score between ST-parts lt
i and lt+1

i . T is the total
length of the action example and M is the number of ST-parts.

The score of ST-part i is defined by:

S(li) = Sd(li)+Sh(li)+λ
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There are four terms contributing to ST-part score. The first two terms
are classification scores and the last two terms are detection scores. Sd(li)=<

ω
li
d ,ψ(li)> measures the compatibility of component ci. Sh(li)=<ω

li
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is histogram score of component ci. S(o j) is score of part j and S(o j) =
P(o j) where P(o j) is part marginal score from pose estimation. S(o j,o0)=<

ω i j,ψ(E i j
d )> is deformation score of part j related to the root part. Param-

eter λ is the weight for detection score. The inference algorithm will search
all possible ST-parts in feature pyramid and output a top candidate list for
each frame.

The transition score between two ST-parts is defined as:
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This is an extended abstract. The full paper is available at the Computer Vision Foundation
webpage.
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Figure 1: An example of our inference method. (a) For each frame we
generate several ST-part candidates and obtain the best path for each ST-
part by DP. (b) The ST-part is represented by the mid-level features (HOG
and HOF template) and fine-level features (scores of knee and ankle).

It includes two components: the co-occurrence score S(ct
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for the smoothness.
With coarse-level and mid-level scores, the action score can be written

in the following,

S(A) = πL(A)SL(A)+πM(A)SM(A)+πH(A)SH(A) (4)

SL(A) =< ωL,ψL(A)> is coarse-level score and ψL(A) is the bag-of-words
feature from [2]. SM(A) =< ωM ,ψM(A)> is mid-level score and ψM(A) is
from [3]. The weights πL(A)=<ω ′L,φ

′
L(A)>, πM(A)=<ω ′M ,φ ′M(A)> and

πH(A) =< ω ′H ,φ
′
H(A) > are linear functions on features of action example

A.
The inference procedure is illustrated in Fig.1. The fine-level action

score SH(A) is divided into M independent terms each of which corresponds
to the summation of unary scores and binary transition scores for one ST-
part, thus the dynamic programming can be used to find the best ST-part
path. This procedure is repeated M times to find the total M best paths for
each action label. Finally the action label with maximum score is obtained.
With the best action label, we trace back to the best ST-part paths for this
action and then obtain all joint locations. To speed up computation, we pick
the ST-part candidates that have score above a threshold at each frame. We
connect all candidates on consecutive frames and compute their unary scores
and binary transition scores.
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